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About This Game
Pick-a-Hero is a card drafting game for two players. Each turn you pick cards from a random pool and play them on the board.
There is no unlocking, collecting or deck-building, all cards are playable from the start.

Online multiplayer, local hotseat play and single player practice mode.
Supports mouse, keyboard, Xbox360/One gamepad, PS4 gamepad and Steam Gamepad. No touch support.
Contains 191 cards.
Random events: 8 different gameplay modifiers.
Pick-a-Hero is perfect for those who don't have time to grind and just want to play on an even playfield.
Technical Facts
Big picture mode: Yes
Rebindable keys: No.
Multiplayer limit: 2
Supported resolutions: All
Multiple monitors: Yes
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Framerate: Locked to 60
Offline gameplay: yes
Engine: XNA/C#
Development team size: 1
Gameplay video by PolemicGoblin - YouTube channel
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Title: Pick a Hero
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
vikingfabian.com
Publisher:
vikingfabian.com
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2016
b4d347fde0

English
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Strong indy Lovecraftian horror game, it is atmospheric and looks pretty good. Great value for price, especially during sales.
8/10. This is quite a nicely laid out game but in multiplayer it is way to slow and cumbersome :(. Best childhood memories lie on
this game. Just buy it!. I love this game, damn well worthy of an upgrade to the original. And with the new weapons, it's even
more fun to kill enemies and they're so useful!
The open mic mode, in addition to the usual radio and track list modes, opens a world of possibilities for players since you can
play music from your browser (Sex Bomb for example), let it recognize the song and then you'll be competing with others on
that song.
I recommend you try the testing beta for the new weapons, but do level up to Elite first.. Game gets some serious lag whenever
you get close to the edge of your play zone.. Dungeon crawler treasure searching game; though it may look as a 3d first person
or third person roaming game - warning - it is not - its a visual story where you proceed by making choices with the help of
textual links. I did not like the graphics in a game - 3d could have been made far better; or the game could be drawn by hand and
get some animation looks (just like daedalic does in its visual stories games), however, this one proudly carries 18+ age
restriction and i can say it boasts this age restriction policy though game description modestly says "its just to avoid the
problems" at the same time it promices "quite a bit of erotic scenes" i really don't think it will help either "to avoid the
problems" or to sell more copies, but i can recommend the game to visual stories fans.. A puzzle game.... argh a dungeon
crawler.... well... in the end the game turned into a runner for me.
Lets start with the basics a tactics, puzzle game where you have to get to the end of the level, the game gives you stats at the end
based upon the time, kills and gold collected in the levels. Implying to myself that the game wants you to not only kills enemies
but wants you to explore all of it, which is a problem and ill come to that soon. So what is competent about the game, the
graphics looked alright for a top down game with the hand drawn style giving the game a cute paper cut out look which worked
well enough for this game and all the models and textures seem to fit with each other this is good for an indie game and the feel
of the game would not of been added to with any extra in this area would be wasted.
The game has a "massive" offering of 8 levels, of which given the par time offer a whole 20-30mins of play, but with the trial
and error aspects of the game you could get 2 hours of play out of the game, want to try and be a completionist 4-5 hours, but
you're not going want to try and do the all kills part and ill explain that soon. The game rotates around 3 main weapons, first
being the spear ranged weapon you can carry up to 4 at a time, with a nice slow throw, the main sword and hammer with the
only differences here being the hammer interacts with the environments so you can knock columns down. Opening great puzzle
ideas? yeah probably but nothing worthwhile I found with most just being used in parts you that are just making bridges.
Enemies on offer to you are close melee, ranged and surprise enemies which is enough variety to keep it fresh but the simplicity
in the enemies is a mute point as I found the way to deal with all of them is just to keep moving and even better is to not to fight
them. Items you find hidden around are either gold items or health items, there is no more levels of complexity offered through
items, on top of that the game could of been offered some sort of customisation through this. Each time you start the game you
get your sword and that's it you keep nothing from the previous levels their is no progression, no grind just a small few levels of
which you have to learn to the layout of to get through once you know the layouts the game offers very little extra to keep you
interested. There is some..... story? well there is green crystals around that offer some fluff lines and hints about the puzzles but
as most extend to press this level and go back to that door then I think hints are pushing it a little too far.
The game fell down for me as the game turned into a runner this was due to the combat of the game being miserable and less
imaginative then 2 Victorian gentleman slapping each other with gloves. With no dodging or blocking the game turns into I
swing, you swing, let see who dies. This pushes the game dynamics toward move and hit which can be very enjoyable, which
CAN BE, normally this would involve dual analog stick movement so you can control your angle as you swing, but this game as
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chosen not to offer dual sticks and only movement you have is that so you have to face where you are swinging and to be
moving that way. The swings take so long to complete from command to hit with too many additional frames offering no sense
of feel to the combat and boiling it down further into a game of guess swinging.
Also look at the par times in the game, this again implies to me that they wanted you to run the game as quickly as possible,
make more sense to me if this was a target time rather than a par time, but it is the par time how are you suppose to find the
hidden areas within this time, even speed running an area I just missed the "par" time.
So the most important dynamic in a runner is controls, keep them nice and tight and keep the frames down and this game
decides like a 3 year old sticking his fingers in a plug socket they think they know best and the movement is not only floaty, it
make jumping onto platforms that you do from time to time just aggravating, when you try to turn and corner quickly you end
up caught on the edge of a wall then are forced to fight you should just restart the level and try again. As you turn seems to take
an extra half a tile or so from command to turn to turning as you slide.
Would I recommend the game?
No, the core concept of the game is just boring and doesn't work well together, I found myself not being offered a worthwhile
challenge, nor did I find myself caring about the world or character. The game seems to be championing a map editor but while
the core gameplay does not work in my opinion that being the battle system then please if you wish to make a game then look
under the game development areas and pick something the is made to make games, not this game as the engine of the game is so
poor.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/x_jW4rmgrS8
(Video only)
Of script.... map editor. Really enjoying it so far. Intersted to see future updates. Id like to see scenarios added in it e.g.
requiring a set number of runs with two wickets remaing.
Having more fun with this then king of spin. can't get it to work.!!!. Cute style
+ Simple controls
+ Collectables
- Recycled enemy/bosses
- Short unless you go for 100%
- Too easy

The game has a nice style to it, simple yet effective and pleasing to look at. The controls are simple which is nice when you buy
upgrades to your dash later on. You can buy upgrades with gems you have to get in each level and some of these are tricky
without upgrades. The dev's have stated each gem can be gotten without using the dash but some are really frustrating to do
without it.
Points are meaningless unless you want more catpaws but the game is so easy you really shouldn't need to grind nor need to go
for the top score to get many. I am already at world 6 with 900 catpaws and have used them on the world-map for some hidden
items.
There are 7 worlds so plenty of levels to play and each one sports their own boss, the final level of each actual world being
original and not an enemy you see in the level.
As much a I like the game though even the original bosses have similar patterns to defeat them which can be a let down but
understandable with the simple style the game has.
However I feel this game could of done better without a boss at the end of the normal levels. They are just bigger versions of the
enemy you fight along the way in the same level. Some bosses later on have different attacks maybe but not different enough to
justify this many bosses. They are just recolours over a pattern you already faced before. I feel they are there just to drag out the
game for 20 seconds longer per level which is not good IMO.
Time attack proves how short the levels are, each time attack gives you 100 seconds to get to the end and even if you screw up a
few times you often have 20 seconds to spare. If you don't care for the gems the game will be short eve with over 60 levels.
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Overall it is nice but again the bosses at the end of each level just make the game less fun to play in the long-run at least for me.
I give the game the thumbs-up however, I not really seen any bugs and the gems are the only real challenge I see so there is
something for everyone who loves platformers. Take out the reused bosses and the game is pretty solid.
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Crappy game, Focused so much on the Sounding graphics the machine graphics are left horribly un done. The equimptment is
horridly overpiced, and the lumber sells for almost nothing. The building price is increadibly high as well.
Thestart menues is also poorly constructed need to exit out of the game itself just to change modes. The tuturial is just as bad as
the machine graphics, it is lack luster tells you very little about actual gameplay ine the "free mode" and the "open world" in the
game also is lacking. The only thing this simulator simulates is a pain.. I'm a good friend of the developer, and I have to say,
overall this is a great game. It's not terribly heavy handed with the politics like the other reviews have said, not any more than
other simulators of it's kind. There are one or two small bugs, but nothing terrible that gets in the way of gameplay. The Mac
version could use a bit of attention, but the PC and Linux versions work perfectly. Overall, 8\/10, would reccomend.. I have no
idea I bought the gold pack ! the game is great allot of fun however
the two DLC's for this game according to steam who claims that they both are
installed and in my library full metal frenzy & zombie apocolyps ARE NOT IN MY
STEAM ANYWHERE OTHER THAN THE MAIN PAGE OF STEAM FOR THIS GAME
plain and simple still haven't found any of the DLC I wish I knew where they are
sure would like to play them oh well .
The main game is fun a little short but for $6.99 can't really complain still I wish
I knew where those two DLC's are was really looking forwards to Killin some Zombies. 8 minutes got bored
as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665stuck to a toilet bowl waiting for the next flush. Maybe it's just me but driving
round in circles trying to shoot another car and runover zombies got old fast. Seems like a waste of VR but hey if you spend
hours watching Monster trucks then maybe this is for you.
2 out of 10 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 stuck to a toilet bowl.. A cute little shmup. The difficulty is about on par with
QP Shooting - Dangerous!!, the game this is as spinoff of, but it starts off at the difficulty of that game's later stages. If you
liked QP Shooting Dangerous, you'll like this.
Also, you can transfer your save data from said game to unlock all of the formations you had unlocked, so you don't have to
work to unlock them again.
If you're interested in this one and haven't heard of the other one, I suggest checking that out first.. Its fun
But i dont play with a QWERTY keyboard
But with a AZERT
So the controls are a bit difficult
And there is no way to change it
Add it plsssssssss
The original had it
. 10/10 on fun and♥♥♥♥♥♥me off worthy
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